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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space and U, V two closed linear subspaces of X with 
proximity maps P,, P,, respectively. There is now a well-established 
procedure for computing best approximations to a given x in X from 
U+ V. This consists of computing the sequence whose nth term is 
[(I- pvw- P,)l “x. For certain choices of X, U, V this sequence con- 
verges to x - W, where w is a best approximation to x from U + V. 
The earliest work in this area is due to von Neumann [ 131. He con- 
sidered the case where X was Hilbert space and was able to demonstrate 
the convergence of the sequence for any pair of closed subspaces U, V. In 
this paper we are interested inthe performance of this algorithm in Hilbert 
space particularly in the case that U + I/ is not closed. As examples of our 
analysis we cite two results. First, a well-known example is used to 
illustrate that the convergence of the algorithm can be arbitrarily slow in 
the sense that if f: N + R is a strictly decreasing function with limit zero 
then there is an x E X such that 
IIc~~-~,~~~-~,~l”~-~~-~~~~ll >fb)> n = 1, 2,.... 
Second, if U + V is closed the convergence rate is shown to be geometric. 
Otherwise it is shown that convergence can be very slow (in a sense we 
shall ater make precise). 
Other work in the setting of a uniformly convex space has been carried 
out by Stiles [12], Franchetti [5], Atlestam and Sullivan [2], and 
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Deutsch [3]. In a somewhat different context, when X= C( TX S), U = 
C(T), V= C(S) with the usual uniform norm and S, T compact Hausdorff, 
the algorithm goes under the name of the Diliberto-Straus algorithm [4]. 
As such, it has been the recipient of much attention in recent years (see, 
e.g., Light and Cheney [lo], Light [9], and Light and Holland [ll]). 
Thus a detailed study of the Hilbert space setting can be expected to give 
some insight into the performance of the algorithm in these other cases. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF THE ALGORITHM 
We begin by establishing otation to be used throughout the paper. 
Henceforward X will be a real (complete) Hilbert space. U and V will be 
closed subspaces of X with W= U + V. P,, P, will denote the orthogonal 
projections ofX onto U and V, respectively. For a given x E X we set 
x,=x; X zn=Xzn-I-U”; X 2n+l =X2n-v,? 
where 
U,=P”Xzn~,; V” = P”XI”. 
Also set 
ii,= f ui; v,= i vi, ii0 = & = 0, n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
Then 
X 2n=X-iiU,-fiV,~,; X 2np,=X--U,p,--U,-1, n = 1, 2,.... 
It follows easily from the definitions and the properties of P,, P, that 
U,,=P,(x-v,-1); 6, = P&/(x-U,), n = 1, 2 ).... 
Also set 
En = X2n ~ I - (x - &TTX), 
0” = x2,, - (x - hiTTJ), n = 1) 2, 3 ).... 
This has the immediate consequence that 
27, = .f (Ei- a,); v,= i (Di-Ei+l). 
i= I i=l 
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LEMMA 2.1. (i) The sequences {lIxnll}, {I/u,,II}, (IIunlI} are decreasing 
and the last two have limit zero. 
(ii) CF= r IIuk112, Cp= r ljukl12 are convergent. 
(iii) llunll C;=, IIukll -+O, and in particular IIU,II GE;=, lluklj = 
4&). 
Proof: (i) First, {x,} is decreasing since 
lb 2n + 1 II = llX2n - PVX2nll < llxznll 
= II-%- I -p UX2np111 G IIX2n~IIL n = 1, 2,.... 
We now claim that IIunl12= -(u,, u,) and I/u,lj2= -(u,, II,-,). We shall 
content with showing the first of these relations, the proof of the second 
being then evident. Since x2n + , I V we have 
llbrl12= lL%l12- llX2n+1112 
= (XZn-X2n+,,X2n+X*n+l) 
=(%~xZn+1+x*n) 
= (&I, X2n) 
=(h7rx2n-*-U,) 
=-- (II,, un) since x2nP ,IV. 
From these two relationships we obtain 
lb, II 2 lb, II 2 lbzll a lluzll b . . . . 
Hence ( IIu,II } and { llu,,ll } are decreasing sequences. 
(ii) This result is an immediate consequence of the identity 
,z, (ll~kl12+ 11412)= II&1112< a. 
(iii) Both these results are immediate consequences of elementary 
results on real sequences-see, for example, Alexits [1, p. 721. 1 
We now collect some very elementary results into the following lemma. 
Because of their elementary character we do not supply proofs. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) C,Z”=,+, (Ilwl12+ Ilukl12)= Ih,+,l12. 
(ii) C,?sn+l (IIh+1112+ Il~ll*)= ll~.nl12. 
(iii) l14J12+ ll~nl12= 11~,112-11~,+1112, n=l,L.... 
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Of course the most interesting problem about this algorithm is whether or 
not it converges. As we remarked in the introduction this was first 
established by von Neumann. Here we provide an alternative proof. 
THEOREM 2.3 (von Neumann). For any x E X, x, converges to x - w, 
where w is the best approximation to x from U + V. 
Proof. To establish the theorem it suffices toshow that for each x E X 
\lxnjl +dist(x, U+ V). Assume x$ U+ V. Take W*E U+ V such that 
J/x - w*JJ f dist(x, U + V) + 43. Set w* = U* + v* and choose N such that 
the following pair of conditions is satisfied for all n > N: 
(4 (h u*> <ElIX2n+lll 3 ’ 
(b) (~“7 &> < 
~II%n+lll 
3 . 
Both conditions are attainable by Lemma 2.1. Now for any n 3 N we have 
IIX 2n + 1 II 2= <%I + 13 X2n + 1) = (X2n + 19 x - W” >3 
where w, = U, + 6,. Thus 
lb 2n+11/2=<X2n+,,X-w*)+(X2n+,,W*-Wn) 
~Ilx2,+,ll IIX--*lI+(X*n+l,U*--U,) 
= b2”f I II llX--~*l/+(X2n-Un,U*-t7n) 
G IIXZn+III lx--*ll+ l(4, u*>1+ I(&, U”>l. 
Now by our choice of n we have 
E 
lb 2n+,ll <dist(x, U+ V)+-+ 
3 
I(&l, u*>1+ I(% %>I 
IIX2nt I II llx 2n + I II 
< dist(x, U + V) + E. 
Hence for x E flU + V, IJx,,I( -+ dist(x, U + V). The case for x E m is 
easily verified by deleting the factor J(xzn + r (I from conditions (a) and (b) 
and recalling that [Ix - w*ll can be taken less than s/3. 1 
Note that although the proof of Theorem 2.3 is only an alternative to
that given by von Neumann, it has the advantage that it can be extended 
to cases where U, V are no longer subspaces, but, for example, wedges-see 
[6] for details. 
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3. BEHAVIOUR OF THE ALGORITHM 
In this section we examine the rate of convergence of the algorithm and 
the rate of growth of the components ii,,, 6 . We begin by pointing out the 
following well-known result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A, B be closed subspaces of a Banach space Y. Then 
(i) A + B is closed if and only if there exists a constant K > 0 such 
that every c E A + B has a representation c= a + b, a E A, b E B such that 
ma4 Ilal19 II4 > 6 Kllcll. 
(ii) Zf Y is reflexive and c E A + B\A + B then for any sequence {cn} E 
A + B with limit c, every representation c, = a,, + b,, a,, E A, 6, E B has (a,}, 
{b,} unbounded. 
This has the consequence in our case that when P-“x E U + v\LJ + V the 
sequences {tin>, {fin} are unbounded. Of course Lemma 3.1 give us no infor- 
mation about these sequences when Pr” XE U + V. This is dealt with in the 
next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose Pr”x = u + v E U + V. Then 
(i) u-z&= -P,(v-V,-,), v-Go,= -Pv(u--ii,), 
(ii) Ilu-U,II b Ilv-V,I) > ... 2 lb-&II z Ilo-&II 2 IIu--“+III 2 . ..1 
(iii) (11,) and {V,,} are bounded sequences with lim, _ m (ii,, + 6,) = p 
u+vx. 
Proof (i) We claim P,(x-u-v)=P.(x-u-v)=O. Suppose to the 
contrary that P,(x - u - v) = u,. Then 
JIx-u-v-ulII =11x-(u+ul)-VII <1(x-U-VII 
by the uniqueness of best approximation in U. This contradicts Pr”x= 
u + v. An immediate consequence is that Pv(x - U) = v and Po(x - u) = u. 
Now 
v - l?, = v - P,(x - U,) 
=Py(x-u)-Pv(x-U,) 
= -Py(u-ii,) by linearity ofP,. 
(ii) This follows from (i) since P,, P, are orthogonal projections. 
(iii) Again this is an immediate consequence of (ii). B 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 may be combined to show 
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THEOREM 3.3. {tin}, {fin} are bounded sequences !f and only if PF~.u E 
u-k v. 
We now introduce the concept of inclination which will be utilized inthe 
main theorem of this section: 
DEFINITION 3.4. Given two closed subspaces A and B of a Hilbert space 
H the inclination fA and B is given by 
incl(A, B)=sup((a, b):a~A, bEB, llall = lib/l = l}. 
The following are elementary and well-known consequences of this 
definition: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A, B be closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H, with 
associated orthogonal projections P, , P, respectively. Then 
(i) Odincl(A, B)<l; incl(A, B)=incl(B, A), 
(ii) incl(A,B)<l=>AnB={O}, 
(iii) incl(A, B)= llPAIBII = IIP,IAJI, 
(iv) incl(A, B) < 1 if and onlv if A + B is closed and A A B = (0). 
Now rephrase the alternating algorithm by setting K= (I- P,)(I- Pu) = 
P,IP”I. Then we have xZn + i = K”x. We now establish geometric con- 
vergence for the algorithm in a large number of cases. 
THEOREM 3.6. (i) Zf U+ V is closed in X then ll&,,+,ll <C”llxll, where 
C=incl(V,, U,) and V, = V’n(U+ V), U, = U’n(U+ V). 
(ii) If xE U+ VU+ V then CT=, k-“211skl\ = co. 
ProoJ (i) If P ~i+“x E U + V then K(x - PFvx) = x - Pmx as was 
established inthe Proof of Lemma 3.2. Then 
E,+~=X-z7U,-~U,-(x-P~~X) 
= K”x - K”(x - PF”X) 
= K”( Prvx) 
Now for (i) U+ V= U+ V so that PF~XE U+ V for every XEX. We 
shall evaluate )lKl U+ ,J. Since U + V is closed we can assume that U + V is 
in fact he whole of X. Then U’ + V’ is closed and UI n V’ = (U + V)’ = 
(0). This gives 
/Blj < JIP,I UIII = incl( VI, U’) < 1. 
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Now taking C = incl( VI, U’ ) gives 
ll~nll 6 lK”II hiTT XII G II~ll”ll-4 6 C”llxll. 
(ii) From Lemma 3.1, IIU,ll isunbounded and so Cp= r IIu~I( = CO. 
Thus at least one of Cp=, IIu~~]I, C “= r 11~~~ + , /I diverges. Suppose 
Ckm_ , 11~ +, II = 00. Then 
II%+Ill*= f (I14J12+ Il~kl12) 
k=n+ I 
which gives the required result immediately. If Cp=, IIU2kll = co then the 
argument is similar, giving lie, II*b (Iuzn II2. 1 
We conjecture that Theorem 3.6 may be improved to give a charac- 
terization of those x for which P- U+ “x E U + V/U + V. Specifically, if 
P- (/+ ,,x E U+ V we conjecture that convergence is still geometric with a 
constant C no longer global for U, V but dependent on x. Note that result 
(i) has been obtained independently and with different techniques by 
Deutsch (at the Fourth Texas International Conference on Approximation 
Theory, January 1983). 
LEMMA 3.7. II&II 6211x11 I:=, II&i/l. 
Proof: We observe that Cr=, ui = Cr=, (x2;- r- Xzi) SO that 
( 
n 
Il~nll = 1 (X2iL 1 - X,i), u, 
i= I > 
= 
(,$, x2i- 19 c~) 
= (,i**,iL13n+q 
= i Cx2i-*, wn> 
i= I 
=ic, Rx- W7Wn)+<Ei7Wn)} 
= ,$, (&it wn> Q 2llxll i lIEill. I 
i= 1 
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4. EXAMPLES OF NONCLOSED SUMS 
The following example (see Halmos [7]) gives an easy construction for 
nonclosed sums in Hilbert space. We take A: H -+ H to be a continuous 
linear operator whose range is not closed. Let .%?(A) be the range of A. 
Now in H x H define two subspaces U = {(h, 0): h E H} and V= ((h, Ah): 
h E H}. U is trivially closed while the closedness of V is given by the con- 
tinuity of A. Now U+V={(h,+h,,Ah,): h,,h,~H} and so U+V= 
flb”;,“d): heH, /Cc%(A)}. Th en U + I/ is not closed since 9(A) is not 
We work with this example to be able to analyze the algorithm 
thoroughly in a concrete case. One interesting result is that the convergence 
of the algorithm can be as slow as we please in the sense that iff(n) is a 
function decreasing monotonically to zero we can find a point x such that 
Il&“(X)ll >f(n). 
To obtain these results take H = I, . Let h = {h,} and set Ah = {a,h,}. 
Note that if a, # 0, n = 1,2 ,..., then 9(A) is dense in 1, and h E f,\W(A) if 
and only if C,“=, a;*hi = co (so in particular if a, + 0, W(A) # i2). Now 
take any xe12 xl, and set x= (a, 8). Then P,x = (a, 0) so that 
(I- Pu) x = (0, /.?), We now have to calculate P,,(O, /?) so set Py(O, jI) =
( {xn}, (u~x,}). By the characterisation of best approximations in Hilbert 
space we must have 
i.e., x Y, = finan Yn -4x, Y,. 




Kx = (I- P,)(Z- Pu) x 
= (I- Pv)(O, 8) 
=({j+p,j, {gyp}). 
By induction we obtain 
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LEMMA 4.1. Ifx~l~xl~ andx=(a,/?)=({cc,), {/.I,}) then 
and 
THEOREM 4.2. Given any f: R+ + R + which is strictly decreasing to zero 
there is an x E 1, x l2 such that IIK”xll >f(s). 
ProoJ Let g(s) =ef(s) and set x= (a, j?) with aE I,, j?= (l/n} ~1~. We 
have 
Hence 
Now the function (l/g) - 1 *strictly increasing to co, and so the inverse 
for any n E N. 
(+) 
function y exists. Let a, = l/Jy(n) (so that a, -+ 0 monotonically). Let [x] 
denote the integer part of x. Then we have y-‘(s) = (l/g(s)) - 1< [l/g(s)] 
and since y is increasing s 6 y[ l/g(s)]. Now replacing Q: by l/r(n) in ( + ) 
we get IIK”x/ > (l/n)(y(n)/( 1 + r(n)))“. Defining n, = [l/g(s)] we get 
Ilk”xll > (l/n,)(s/( 1 + s))~ > (l/n,) e-‘. Since n, = [l/g(s)] ,< l/g(s) we 
finally obtain IIK”x/I > g(s) e-’ =f(s). [ 
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